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LHC Goals: 

Study electroweak symmetry breaking 

Search for clues of physics beyond the Standard Model 

We need experimental clues to understand: 
dark matter, dark energy, neutrino masses, 
matter-antimatter asymmetry, 
stability of the electroweak scale,  
unification of forces,  
flavour, gravity,… 

LHC:  proton-proton collider, √s = 8 TeV  (2012),  14 TeV (eventually) 
luminosity:   25 fb-1 (2011+2012),    300 fb-1 eventually (2021) 
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LHCb 
ATLAS 
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Experiments are operating very well 
Data taking efficiency > 95% 
Operating channels > 98% typically 
Resolutions as expected, radiation damage as foreseen 
Capable of recording data at 2-3 times the rate expected 

But conditions are challenging: more pile-up than designed  (50 ns i.o. 25 ns b.c. rate) 

78 reconstructed 
 vertices in CMS 

average bunch crossing 

event in LHCb 
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Highlight on the way to first goal: 

But a SM Higgs without anything else leaves us no clues as to what is beyond 
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after H. Murayama 

Non- 
commutative 
geometry 

The task: 
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Inclusive searches:  deviations from SM prediction beyond exp+th uncertainties 

Exclusive searches: model-driven, tuned 

data 

model-independent 

new physics in loops 
   higher mass scales 

model-dependent 
  higher sensitivity 
  for specific models 
 
direct production of 
  new particles 

observables 

precision measurement 

confront with theory 

problem with the SM 

new theory to solve problem 

predictions 

confront with data 

Complementary 
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Some interesting inclusive measurements  (subjective choice) 

In this talk: 

•  LHCb  B à K* ll, Bs à µµ 
•  B à D(*) τν 
•  Top quark physics @ Tevatron and LHC  

Dedicated searches: 

•  Resonances 
•  Supersymmetry 
•  Vector-like quarks 

Outlook 
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 B à K* l+ l-  

p-value 0.5%   (2.8σ) including trial factor 

AFB has always been 
regarded as a test of SM 
 
agreement with SM is good 

Recent analysis of LHCb: B à K* µ+ µ-         (LHCb-PAPER-2013-037) 
   New optimised observables, coefficients of angular distributions (min. th. unc.) 
   3 observables agree with prediction, 1 disagrees: 

more data needed on other decay modes 

(A BSM interpretation in terms of a Z’ 
 has been suggested: arXiv:1307.5683) 
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Bs à µ+ µ- : rare decay in SM, could be enhanced by new physics 

Sets constraints on 2HDM, as for example 
in supersymmetry: 

(LHCb, similar result by CMS) 

pushes SUSY 
towards 
decoupling 
region 
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Lepton flavour universality in B decays? 

Together a >4σ not-understood discrepancy 

New charged currents in the 3rd generation? 
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Top quark physics: top-pair and single top production cross sections 

Top-pair production 
compared to approx. NNLO prediction 

Single top quark production in 
     t-channel 
     Wt-channel 
     and upper limit in s-channel 

Not much room for deviations from SM… 
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More detailed studies of top final state: differential cross sections 

Plus measurements on jet distributions, top polarization, 
spin correlations, W-helicity fractions, anomalous couplings, 
flavour-changing neutral current decays. 
 
In agreement with SM; more data will enhance precision. 

Top pT and mtt distributions, compared to NLO+NNLL theory 
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An observed discrepancy at the Tevatron: top-antitop f/b asymmetry 

AFB
tt 

2012 
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Charge asymmetries of leptons from top decay: 

lepton+jets 

dilepton 

Results still a bit higher than SM 
 but not incompatible with it 
 
It has been suggested to also 
 measure b-quark AFB 
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Top asymmetry at the LHC: measure AC (here: ATLAS lepton+jets) 

Comparison to 
BSM models 

compatible 
with SM 
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top-antitop resonances 
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resonance reconstruction capability 

data 



Dijet resonances 
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Dilepton resonances  
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pT muons: 653/646 GeV 

Mµµ = 1844 GeV 
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Supersymmetry 

Text-book example of a theory that could solve some of the SM problems 
  (stability of Higgs mass, dark matter, gauge coupling unification) 

Also a text-book example of a much-discussed theory with very many 
experimental tests that have all remained empty-handed… 

•  Inclusive searches 

•  Third generation squark searches 

•  Electroweak gaugino searches 

“One day, all these trees will be 
  SUSY phenomenology papers’’ 
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(stable LSP escaping detector) 



supersymmetry: inclusive searches 

Relatively straightforward: jets + missing momentum 

Triggering difficult for small ΔM (“compressed susy”) 
 
ET

miss resolution affected by pile-up 
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Guide to these plots: 

Assume 100% branching fraction in these decay modes 
Assume all other sparticles decouple  (high mass) 
Assume degeneracy between L,R scalar-up,-down,-charm,-strange 

then: gluinos excluded below 1.35 TeV for light neutralino LSP 
         squarks excluded below 780 GeV for light neutralino LSP 
but: no limit at all for neutralino mass > 500 GeV or so 

Results: limits on squarks and gluinos 
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Beware the small print that comes with every result! 

Blind generalizations beyond the small print are likely to be unjustified. 

G. Dissertori 
“The IF-files’’ 
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But: not all SUSY particles are equal… 

Natural SUSY:   stop has a role in keeping the Higgs light, and cannot be too heavy 
                          gluino cannot be too heavy, to keep the stop light… 
                          higgsino mass (µ) is naturally of order MZ 
                          we don’t care much about other squarks, and about sleptons 

N. Craig 

more fine-tuning 

less fine-tuning 
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Searches for the SUSY partner of the top quark  (stop): 

Add b-jet tagging to selection criteria 
Fight big top-antitop production background 
Limits given for specific decay modes: top+neutralino, b+chargino, c+neutralino 
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Searches for electroweak gauginos in multi-lepton final states 

Chargino pair production or chargino+neutralino2 production 
Sensitivity boosted if sleptons are light: mediate leptonic decay 
Otherwise decay through W/Z to LSP.  
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However, there is something unnatural about natural SUSY… 
 
Parsimony: keep SUSY breaking as simple as possible 
                   expect no big mass gap between generations 
                   expect no big mass difference between squarks and gluinos 

tighter constraints 

more tension with 
experiment 
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Summary: roughly, cross section limits are of the order 10 fb: 

Although there are exceptions:  sleptons a little better 
                                                   compressed spectra and gauginoàW/Z a little worse 

N. Craig 
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In addition many searches for “non-standard decays”: 

R-parity violation 
 
(semi-)stable charged particles 
 
late decays (detached vertices) 
 
long-lived gluinos stopped in material and decaying much later 
 
disappearing tracks 
 
non-pointing photons… 
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New physics searches using the Higgs: Higgs-as-a-tool 

Higgs: The only new particle at the LHC so far 
Better measure it to ultimate precision! 

Dark matter cross sections now known to be very small   (Xenon100) 
Quite possibly, only interactions through Higgs mediation 
Interesting connections Higgs-DM ! 

Higgs production: 

gluon-gluon fusion loop dominated by 
most massive particle: top 

Agreement of H cross section measurement 
with SM implies 4th generation chiral fermions 
excluded 
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Exception to 4th generation exclusion: vector-like quarks 

L and R quarks transform the same under SU(2) 
Can get a mass without the Higgs. 
ATLAS search for vector-like T 
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Outlook 

From early 2015 onwards:  higher energy ! 

e.g. for a new 
particle MX = 3 TeV 
produced in gg: 
 
1 fb-1 at 13 TeV 
   = 45 fb-1 at 8 TeV 
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Some expectations for 2015: 

Collisions at √s = 13 TeV from April 2015 onwards 
Maybe 2 fb-1 by July (EPS-HEP), 5 fb-1 by August (LP), 15-30 fb-1 end of 2015 

Challenges:  25 ns bunch spacing instead of 50 ns 
                     realign and recalibrate detectors 
                     changes in trigger/DAQ/software… 

Could pass current limits on: 
     excited quarks with 0.5 fb-1 at 13 TeV 
     gluinos with 1 fb-1 
     top squarks and Z’ with 3 fb-1 
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and then: luminosity ! 
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